Quantization of diffeomorphism invariant theories of connections is studied and the quantum diffeomorphism constraint is solved. The space of solutions is equipped with an inner product that is shown to satisfy the physical reality conditions. This provides, in particular, a quantization of the Husain-Kuch$ model. The main results also pave the way to quantization of other diffeomorphism invariant theories such as general relativity. In the Riemannian case (i.e., signature + ++ +), the approach appears to contain all the necessary ingredients already. In the Lorentzian case, it will have to be combined in an appropriate fashion with a coherent state transform to incorporate complex connections. 0 199.5 American Institute of Physics.
Keeping with the theme of the special issue, in this paper we will address the problem of quantization of a class of diffeomorphism invariant field theories.
The class can be specified as follows. We will assume that the theory can be cast in a Hamiltonian form. The configuration variable will be a connection l-form A6 on a d-dimensional ("spatial") manifold and takes values in the Lie algebra of a compact, connected Lie-group. The canonically conjugate momentum, @, will be a vector field with density weight one (or, equivalently, a d-l form) which takes values in the dual of the Lie algebra. The phase space I will thus consist of pairs (A6 ,.!?y) satisfying suitable regularity conditions. Finally, the gauge invariance will be ensured by the Gauss constraint and the (d-dimensional) diffeomorphism invariance, by a vector constraint, such that the entire system is of tirst class in Dirac's terminology. Individual theories in this class may have additional features such as specific Hamiltonians or additional constraints. In the main discussion, however, we will ignore such structures and focus only on the features listed above which will be common to all theories in the class.
To make this general setting more concrete, let us list a few illustrative examples of theories which are included in this class. The first is the Husain-Kuchai-model' which can be thought of as general relativity without the Hamiltonian constraint. Thus, in this model, we only have the Gauss and the ("spatial") diffeomorphism constraints and the Hamiltonian is a linear combination of them. In this case, we will be able to obtain a complete quantum theory. A second example is provided by Riemannian (i.e., + + + +) general relativity, cast in a Hamiltonian framework using self-dual connections. In this case, in addition to the Gauss and the diffeomorphism constraint, there is also the Hamiltonian constraint which dictates "time evolution." The results of this paper provide only a partial solution to the problem of quantization of this model since the Hamiltonian constraint will not be incorporated. However, as we will indicate in the last section, the general methods employed appear to be applicable also to the Hamiltonian constraint and the issue is currently being investigated. Next, one can also consider Lorentzian general relativity in terms of a spin connection and its conjugate momentum. Our results will again provide a complete solution to the Gauss and the diffeomorphism constraints. (The Hamiltonian constraint is, however, more difficult to address now. One possible approach is to pass to self-dual connection variables' using the coherent state transform of Ref. 3.) Finally, our class allows for Chern-Simons theories whose group is the inhomogeneous version4 ZG of a compact, connected Lie group G. This class includes Riemannian general relativity in 3 space-time dimensions.
From a mathematical physics perspective, one faces two types of problems while quantizing such models. First, the underlying diffeomorphism invariance poses a non-trivial challenge: We have to face the usual field theoretic difficulties that are associated with the presence of an infinite number of degrees of freedom but now without recourse to a background space-time geometry. In particular, one must introduce new techniques to single out the quantum configuration space, construct suitable measures on it to obtain Hilbert spaces of states and regulate operators of physical interest. The second set of problems arises because of the presence of constraints. In particular, even after one has constructed a Hilbert space and regularized the constraint operators, one is left with the non-trivial task of solving the constraints to isolate the physical states and of introducing an appropriate inner product on them. This is a significant problem even for systems with only afinite number of degrees of freedom since, typically, solutions to constraints fail to lie in the initial Hilbert space. Thus, physical states do not even have a natural "home" to begin with! In theories now under consideration, these difficulties become particularly severe: Diffeomorphism invariance introduces an intrinsic non-locality and forces one to go beyond the standard techniques of local quantum field theory.
Our approach to solving these problems is based on two recent developments. The first is the introduction of a new functional calculus on the space of connections modulo gauge transformations which respects the underlying diffeomorphism invariance (see . The second is a new strategy for solving quantum constraints which naturally leads to an appropriate inner product on the physical states (see . Together, the two developments will enable us to complete the general algebraic quantization programi7*" for the class of systems under consideration. Thus, we will be able to solve the quantum constraints and introduce the appropriate Hilbert space structure on the resulting space of solutions.
The main ideas underlying these developments can be summarized as follows. Recall first that, in gauge theories, it is natural to use the space J%/Y of connections modulo local gauge transformations as the classical configuration space. In quantum field theories, due to the presence of an infinite number of degrees of freedom, the quantum configuration space is typically an enlargement of its classical counterpart. The enlargement is non-trivial because the measures which define the scalar product tend to be concentrated on "distributional" fields which lie outside the classical configuration space. In gauge theories, if we require that the Wilson loop variables, i.e., the traces of holonomies-should be well-defined also in the quantum theory, a canonical enlargement ,4/Y of A/Y becomes available.5 This space can be thought of as a limit of the configuration spaces of lattice gauge theories for all possible "floating" (i.e., not necessarily . rectangular) lattices. Geometric structures on configuration spaces of lattice gauge theories can therefore be used to induce geometric structures on &/.Y.6,7*9*11 This enables one to introduce integral and differential calculus on d/F without reference to any background geometry. The calculus can, in turn, be used to introduce measures, Hilbert spaces of square-integrable functions and regulated operators on them.
The strategy of solving quantum constraints, on the other hand, is quite general and not tied to the theories of connections. '5*'9 For simplicity, consider the case when there is just one constraint, C =O, on the classical phase space. To quantize the system, as in the standard Dirac procedure, one first ignores the constraint and constructs an auxiliary Hilbert space X,,, , ensuring that the set of "elementary" real functions on the full phase space is represented by self-adjoint operators on .%a", . Thus, x*,, incorporates the "kinematic reality conditions." Since the classical constraint is a real function on the phase space, one represents it by a self-adjoint operator C on .X0,, . The solutions are to be states which are annihilated by C', or, alternatively, which are left invariant by the l-parameter group U(X):=exp I'XC generated by C. A natural strategy '3.'4 to obtain solutions, then, is to begin with a suitable state 4 in .Xa,, =Sd~W~PI4)~ g p and average it-over the group; formally, $ 1s rou invariant. The problem is that, typically, 4 does not belong to .M,,, ; it is not normalizable. However, it often has a well-defined action on a dense subset 0 of .X0,, in the sense that 3. @: = JdX( +I U( X)0 $I> is well-defined for all I$) E @. That is, $ can be often thought of as an element of the topological dual of @ (if @ is equipped with a suitable topology which is finer than the one induced by X0,,). To summarize, group averaging can lead to solutions of the quantum constraint but they lie in a space Cp' which is larger than Z',,, (if, as is typically the case, zero lies in the continuous part of the spectrum of C). Finally, one can introduce a Hermitian inner product on the space of the solutions simply by setting (& I&) = & . &. Thus, if one can find a dense subspace @ in X,,, (and equip it with a suitable topology) such that the group averaging procedure maps every element of @ to a well-defined element of a', one can extract the Hilbert space of physical states. One can show that the resulting physical Hilbert space automatically incorporates the "reality conditions" on physical observables '5"6 even u#zen they are not known explicitly.
The purpose of this paper is to use these two developments to obtain the following results for the class of models under consideration.
(1) We will construct the yuantum configuration space . &rg and select the measure ,LQ on it for which L2(..4/X:d~uo) can serve as the auxiliary Hilbert space .Xa,, , i.e., can be used to incorporate the kinematical reality conditions of the classical phase space.
(2) Introduce the diffeomorphism constraints as well-defined operators on ;Y,,, and demonstrate that there are no anomalies in the quantum theory.
(3) Construct a dense subspace @ of .X0,, with the required properties and obtain a complete set of solutions of the diffeomorphism constraints in its topological dual a'. We will also characterize the solutions in terms of generalized knots (i.e., diffeomorphism invariance classes of certain graphs) and obtain the Hilbert spaces of physical states by introducing the inner products which ensure that real physical observables are represented by self-adjoint operators.
While the main emphasis of the paper is on presenting a rigorous solution to the diffeomorphism constraint, along the way, we will summarize a number of additional results which are likely to be useful more generally. First, we will exhibit an orthonormal basis in aa,, , introduced by Baez2' drawing on spin networks considered by Rovelli and Smolinz' (also see Ref. 22 ). Second, we will present a rigorous transform that maps the states in the connection representation (i.e., in .Zah,,) to functions on the loop space. Furthermore, using the orthonormal basis, we will also present the inverse transform** from the loop representation23-25 to the connection representation. Finally, in the case when d=3 and the gauge group is Sc1(2), using differential calculus on &lY we will indicate how one can introduce, on .Xa,, , regulated self-adjoint operators corresponding to areas of 2-surfaces. The spectra of these operators are discrete and provide a glimpse into the nature of quantum geometry that underlies Riemannian quantum general relativity.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section II contains an outline of the general quantization program. In Sec. III we specify the precise class of theories considered and present in greater detail models, mentioned above, that are encompassed by our discussion. In Sec. IV we recall the structure of the quantum configuration space L&/.%. In Sec. V, we construct the auxiliary Hilbert space .Xa,, and show that a complete set of real-valued functions on the classical phase space is indeed promoted to self-adjoint operators on &,,, . We also present the Baez orthonormal basis and discuss the loop transform and its inverse. The diffeomorphism constraints are implemented in Sec. VI using a series of steps that handle various technical difficulties. In Sec. VII we summarize the main results and put them in a broader perspective.
A number of results which clarify and supplement the main discussion are presented in the appendices. Appendix A illustrates some subtleties associated with the group integration procedure in the case when the Poisson algebra of constraints is Abelian. In Appendix B we summarize the projective techniques that lie at the heart of the diffeomorphism invariant functional calculus on . d/!/:9. In Appendix C we point out that the requirement of diffeomorphism invariance has certain technical consequences that might not have been anticipated easily. Finally, Appendix D illustrates how one can use the projective techniques to introduce well-defined operators on .4/Y which capture geometric notions such as areas of surfaces and volumes of regions. The operators can be made self-adjoint on L2(.~/.Y,d,uo) and have discrete spectra. These results provide a glimpse into the nature of quantum geometry.
II. QUANTIZATION OUTLINE
In Refs. 17 and 18, the Dirac quantization program for constrained systems was extended to incorporate certain peculiarities of diffeomorphism invariant theories such as general relativity. In this section, we will further refine that program using the "group averaging" techniques mentioned in the Introduction. These techniques provide a concrete method for constructing solutions to the quantum constraints and for introducing an appropriate scalar product on the space of these solutions.
In the first part of this section, we will spell out the refined version of the program, and in the second, illustrate the various steps involved by applying them to three simple examples.
A. Strategy
Consider a classical system with first class constraints Cj=O for which the phase space F Is a real symplectic manifold. The proposal is to quantize this system in a series of steps. (The steps which have been modified from Refs. 17 and 18 are identified with a prime.)
Step 1. Select a subspace Y'of the vector space of all smooth, complex-valued functions on F subject to the following conditions.
(a) Y'should be large enough so that any sufficiently regular function on the phase space can be obtained as (possibly a suitable limit of) a sum of products of elements in ,Y'? (b) Y should be closed under Poisson brackets, i.e. for all functions F,G in Y, their Poisson bracket {F, G} should also be an element of 9'1 (c) Finally, Y should be closed under complex conjugation; i.e. for all F in Y, the complex conjugate F" should be a function in .Y'.
Each function in .I/ is to be regarded as an elementary classical variable which is to have an unambiguous quantum analog.
Sfep 2. Associate with each element F in .Y an abstract operator k. Construct the free associative algebra generated by these elementary quantum operators. Impose on it the canonical commutation relations, [b,G] = ifi{F,G}, and, if necessary, also a set of (anti-commutation) relations that captures the algebraic identities satisfied by the elementary classical variables. Denote the resulting algebra by j""/,,, .
Step 3. On this algebra, introduce an involution operation * by requiring that if two elementary classical variables F and G are related by F* = G, then i* = 6 in -%'a,,, . Denote the resulting *-algebra by .&ii. (Recall that an involution on YTaUx is an anti-linear map * from J5',,, to itself satisfying the following three conditions for all A and B in J&:
(i) (A+XB)*=A*+X*B*, where X is any complex number; (ii) (AB)*=B*A*; and (iii) (A*)*=A.)
These steps are the same as in Refs. 17 and 18. The main idea in the remaining steps was to use the "reality conditions," i.e., the requirement that a suitable class of classical observables be represented by self-adjoint operators, to determine the inner product on physical states. This strategy has been successful in a number of examples,'* including a model field theory that mimics several features of general relativity.26 For the class of theories now under consideration, however, we will refine the remaining steps along the lines of Refs. 13-16.
While we will retain the idea that the classical reality conditions should determine the inner product, we will not need to explicitly display a complete set of classical observables (i.e., functions which Poisson commute with the constraints). Instead, we wilI work with the complete set of functions (%Y) on the unconstrained phase space, noting that the reality properties of such functions will determine the reality properties of the observables. The idea is then to implement the reality conditions of operators in .$$t', on an auxiliary Hilbert space X=,,, from which the physical phase space Bphys will be finally constructed.
Step 4'. Construct a linear *-representation R of the abstract algebra &a;; via linear operators on an auxiliary Hilbert space aa,, , i.e., such that
for all 2 in &*', where t denotes the Hermitian conjugation with respect to the inner product in Xay,.
We now wish to construct the physical Hilbert space %&, which will in general not be a subspace of .Xa,, . We proceed as follows.
Step 5'~. Represent the constraints Ci as self-adjoint operators pi (or, their exponentiated action, representing the finite gauge transformations, as unitary operators fili) on 5V0,, .
This step provides a quantum form of the constraints that we will use to define observables and physical states. We will look for solutions of the constraints in terms of generalized eigenvectors of Ci which will lie in the topological dual @' of some dense subspace @CBa,, (also see Refs. 19 and 27) . Since Q, and @' will be used to build the physical Hilbert space, we will consider only physical operators that are well behaved with respect to @.
Step 5'b . Choose a suitable dense subspace @C5YYa,, pi and let &$Ls which is left invariant by the constraints be the *-algebra of operators on JYa,, and such that, for A E&$$,~, which commute with the constraints C'i both A and At are defined on @ and map Q, to itself. Note that the choice of Q> is subject to two conditions: on the one hand it should be large enough so that X$,*h',, contains a "sufficient number" of physically interesting operators, and, on the other, it should be small enough so that its topological dual a' is "sufficiently large" to serve as a home for physical states. The key idea now is to find an appropriate map 77 :@+a' such that d+) is a solution to the constraint for all +E a. [Note that the natural class of maps from Cp to a' is anti-linear (cf. the adjoint map)].
Step 5'~. Find an anti-linear map 17 from @ to the topological dual @' that satisfies the following (i) For every +t E@, d4i) is a solution of the constraints; i.e., for any &E@. Here, the square brackets denote the natural action of @' on @.
(ii) ~7 is real and positive in the sense that, for all 4i ,&E @,
(iii) 17 commutes with the action of any A ~.5t?$& in the sense that 4) for all +,,&E@. [The appearance of the adjoint on the r.h.s. of (11.4) corresponds to the anti-linearity of 7.1
Step 5'd . The vectors T,$ span a space 9'&,s of solutions of the constraints. We introduce an inner product on ,Vphys through (77~1,77~2)phys=(71~2)[~11.
(11.5)
The requirement (II.3) guarantees that this inner product is well defined and that it is Hermitian and positive definite. Thus, the completion w&S with respect to (11.5) is a "physical" Hilbert space 2?phys.
(Note that the positions of 4i and &, must be opposite on the two sides of (II.5) due to the anti-linear nature of 77.)
At this point, the reader may fear that this list of conditions on 77 will never be met in practice. That the new step 5' may actually simplify the quantization program follows from the observation of Refs. 13 and 14 (and Refs. 15 and 16 for the case when the Poisson algebra of constraints is Abelian) that a natural candidate for such a map exists.
Let us inditate, heuristically, how this carp come about. Assume that the exponentiated form of all constraints Ci defines the unitary action (U) of a group (of gauge transformations) K on 2TYa,, . Then, a natural candidate for the map 7 is provided by the "group averaging procedure ". Set (11.6) where dk denotes a bi-invariant measure on K (or, rather, on the orbit through I+)), and ignore, for the moment, the issue of convergence of the integral in (11.6). Then, it is easy to check that ~7 satisfies properties (i)-(iii) in 5'~. Finally, the expression (II.5) of the scalar product reduces to (vh, ?+2)phys= I Kdk(~21u-'tk)l~,) "'. (11.7)
Thus, it is intuitively clear that the requirements of step 5 can be met in a large class of examples. Let us return to the general program. The last step is to represent physical operators on v&,$. This is straightforward because the framework provided by step 5 guarantees that sphys carries an (anti) *-representation (see below) of &$&,s as follows.
Step 6'. Operators in A EX$,$~ have a natural action (induced by duality) on a,' that leaves 'pphys invariant. Use this fact to induce densely defined operators Aphys on .%$hys through Ap/zyst 'I#) = ~44 4). (11.8) This leads to an anti-*-representation of .9$$,, the operators on Bphys in the sense that the map (11.8) from &$,$ to is and anti-linear *-homomorphism. Thus, the reality properties of the physical operators G%$,~, on L&Y=,,, descend to the physical Hilbert space.
We conclude this section with two remarks. Suppose, first, that for some A E.%$& we have A=At on 2Ya,,. If the operators (A + i) -' are both defined on CD and preserve a', then the range of A phys+ i contains pphys and is dense in .%$hys. It then follows that Aphys is essentially self-adjoint** on %$,hys. The second remark has to do with our restriction to strong observables, i.e., observables which commute with constraints. On physical grounds, on the other hand, one should deal with more general, weak observables. It is often the case that every weak observable of the system is weakly equivalent to a strong observable. In these cases, our restriction does not lead to a loss of generality. In more general cases, on the other hand, an extension of this procedure to encompass weak observables is needed.
B. Examples
We will now present three examples to illustrate how the group averaging procedure can be carried out in practice. (Parameterized Newtonian particles and some other examples are treated in Ref. 16 and Appendix A contains general comments on the case of Abelian constraints.) The non-trivial application of this procedure to diffeomorphism invariant theories will be given in Sec. VI.
Example A
As a first test case, let us consider a non-relativistic particle in three dimensions subject to the classical constraint pZ=O, so that the associated gauge transformations are just translations in the z-direction. Since the interesting classical functions can be built from x,y,z,pX ,pY ,pZ , we let these six functions span the classical subspace .Tof step 1 and construct the algebra &at; of step 3. We choose the auxiliary Hilbert space to be Za,, =L2(R3,dxdydz) and let ;,E,; act by multiplication and fi, ,fi,, ,$, act by (-i times) differentiation so that all six operators are self-adjoint.
Clearly, our physical states will be associated with generalized eigenstates of 6,. We wish to view such states as distributions that act on some dense subspace @C%~,, . With our choice of operators, it is natural to take @ to be the space of smooth functions with compact support. Note that the Fourier transform fa of any such function fa is smooth. Hence, for any gag@, the distribution v( go) : = g"z S(p,) has well-defined action on any f. E @: 77koxfoI= R,io*(P) @P,)fo(P)dP,dP,dP, 9 I (11.9)
where, as before, * denotes complex conjugation. Note that this action may be constructed by averaging over the translation group through okoH.fol= j-/=W I, dz'gg*(x,Y,z+z')fo(x,yrZ).
(11.10)
We now let YphYs be the linear space spanned by such dgo). This space is annihilated by b, (under the dual action of 6, on Q') and will become a dense subspace of the physical Hilbert space Bphys.
For f ,g in Vphys, let f. be an element of @ that maps to f under 7. Then, our prescription (11.9) yields the following physical inner product: u,g)phys = g If01 , where f. may be any smooth functionfo (x,y,z) of compact support for whichf(x,y) = Jdzf$(x,y,z); i.e., vCfo)=f. Thus, the physical inner product is just Jf*(x,y)g(x,y)dxdy.
It is Hermitian, positive definite, and independent of the choice of fo. The resulting Bphys is just what one would expect on intuitive grounds, and, since the observables ?,j,@,,fi, act on !5'$,ys by multiplication and (-i times) differentiation, they define self-adjoint operators on X,+$ and the reality conditions are satisfied in the usual way.
Finally, note that there is a freedom to scale the map 77 by a constant: for real positive a, the use of va = a 77 would simply re-scale the physical inner product by an overall factor and lead to an equivalent physical Hilbert space. This freedom can be traced back to the fact that the Haar measure [dz' in (II.lO) ] on a non-compact group is unique only up to a multiplicative factor.
Example 6
Our second example (also treated in Refs. 14 and 16) will be the massive free relativistic particle in four-dimensional Minkowski space. Recall that this system may be classically described by a phase space W* with coordinates xp,py for ~,~~{0,1,2,3}. It is subject to the constraint p2+ m2=0 and has an associated set of gauge transformations which may be loosely interpreted as 'time reparametrizations.' Again, these classical functions define the space Yof step 1 and the algebra .&$$ of step 3. Thus, we represent them by self-adjoint quantum operators ip,$,, which act on the auxiliary Hilbert space L2(R4,d4x) by multiplication and (-i times) differentiation. We will concentrate on the dense space @ of smooth functions with compact support, so that elements f. of @ have smooth Fourier transforms Jo.
Let us attempt to apply the group averaging technique and define ao) (for goE@) such that, for any goc5Q, ?lu-o)[~ol= s s R,d4x Rdh[exp(ih~lfo*l(x)so(x), (II.11) where C=b2 + m2. By spectral analysis, we know that the Fourier transform f off= l;rcfo) is just f$ S(p2 + m2) so that (II. 11) does in fact define an element of Cp'.
The span of such f defines the linear space YPhys. Now, for any f ,g E Y'&,s, choose some f. such that f= vcfo) and define Cf,g)phys =gLfo]. Note that the inner product (11.11) is is just the integral of j$(~)g"~(p) over the mass shell. This inner product is manifestly positive definite, Hermitian, and independent of the choice of f. and go. Thus, the resulting SYPhys is the usual Hilbert space associated with the free relativistic particle, except that it contains both the "positive and negative frequency parts" as orthogonal subspaces. While none of the operators j?',i,, are observables, they can be used to construct observables on SYa,, for which the induced operators On %,?hys are the familiar Newton-Wigner operators (see Refs. 16 and 29) . Again, any of the maps va = ~17 may be used in this construction.
Example C
Finally, we consider what we will call the massive free relativistic particle on a curved four-dimensional space-time & with metric g,,. We will allow an arbitrary space-time for which the wave operator V,Vp is essentially self-adjoint when acting on the Hilbert space L2 (&,du) , where dv is the space-time volume element.
We take the classical phase space to be r=T"M, but subject our system to the constraint g""(x)pp,+ m2=0. Here, pP is the four-momentum and this constraint generates an associated group of gauge symmetries. We choose smooth functions on ~8% and VPp, for complete vector fields VP on &5 to generate the subspace Y and the algebra ,a',*,\. It is then natural to choose L%~,,, to be L2(&5,dv) and to represent real functions on 4 by self-adjoint operators that act by multiplication. Similarly, real complete vector fields VIL are represented by the self-adjoint differential operators ( -i) Vc"c3, -(i/2)div( V), where div( V) denotes the divergence of u with respect to the spat:-time metric; B'"du =div( V)du . The constraint is promoted to the unique self-adjoint extension C of the wave operator on L2(.4C,du). (The freedom to add a multiple of the scalar curvature of g,, does not affect the discussion that follows.)
It is again natural to take @ to be the space of smooth functions on J& with compact support. We then define the map 17 : @A@' by ( rlfo)(x) = ( j-p+q (xl, (11.12) and take Y'&,s to be its image. Here we appeal to Gel'fand spectral theory27 to show that the resulting generalized eigenstates lie in the topological dual a' of Q. As before, the natural concept is in fact the family of maps v7, = a v for a E R+. The physical Hilbert space SYPhys is the completion of 7>hys in the inner product (f,g)phys =gvo] where f. satisfies f= vlcfo). This inner product is independent of the particular choice of fo, is Hermitian and positive definite, and self adjoint operators A on Xa,, which preserve Q, and commute with C induce symmetric, densely defined operators Aphys on 5ZPhys.
The construction of %,,hys may come as a surprise to some readers, as it seems to violate the accepted idea that there is no well-defined notion of a single relativistic quantum particle in a non-stationary space-time. The "resolution" is that the quantum theory defined above does not exhibit the properties that one would require for it to describe a "physical" free particle. In particular, it contains no notion of a conserved probability associated with Cauchy surfaces, as our particle appears to "scatter backwards in time" when it encounters a lump of space-time curvature. (Re-collapsing cosmologies16 illustrate a similar effect). In addition, this framework cannot be used as the one-particle Hilbert space to build a relativistic field theory. Recall that an essential element in the construction of a quantum field from a one particle Hilbert space is that the inner product on the Hilbert space be compatible with the symplectic structure on the space of classical solutions (which is given by the Klein-Gordon inner product). That this is not the case for our inner product may be seen from the fact that it contains no notion of a conservation law associated with Cauchy surfaces.
III. THE CLASS OF THEORIES
In this section, we spell out in some detail the class of theories to be considered and discuss various features which will be used in subsequent sections. The section is divided into three parts. We present the general framework in the first, some illustrative examples of theories satisfying our assumptions in the second, and in the third, a set of functions on the phase spaces of these theories which will serve as elementary variables in the quantization program.
A. General framework Let suppose that the underlying "space-time" M is a d + l-dimensional manifold with topology M =RXC where 2 is an orientable, real analytic, d-dimensional manifold. We wish to consider field theories on M which admit a Hamiltonian formulation with the following features.
(a) The phase space consists of canonical pairs (A6 ,@) where A6 is a connection l-form on Z taking values in the Lie algebra of a compact, connected gauge group G, and .@, its conjugate momentum, is a vector density of weight one on C which takes values in the dual of the Lie algebra of G. The fundamental Poisson brackets will be {A:(t,x>,~;(~,y))= @x,y)sjsi:.
(III. 1) (b) The theory is a constrained dynamical system subject to (at least) the following two constraints:
and
where F is the curvature of A. The first of these will be referred to as the Gauss constraint and the second as the vector or the diffeomorphism constraint. A given theory in the class may well have other constraints. It is easy to check that the canonical transformations generated by the Gauss constraint correspond to local gauge transformations associated with G while those associated with (a suitable combination of the Gauss and) the vector constraint correspond to diffeomorphisms of 2,. The constraint algebra formed by these two constraints is of first class. The action of these theories will have the general form 4) where c is a coupling constant, A',N' are associated Lagrange multipliers and "other terms" could contain additional constraints. (For simplicity, we have left out possible boundary terms.) We will assume that the full system of constraints is of first class and that the Hamiltonian is (weakly) invariant under the canonical transformations generated by all constraints. In the following sections, for most part, we will focus just on the Gauss and the vector constraints.
B. Example theories
In this section, we will provide several examples to illustrate the type of theories that are encompassed by our analysis.
(A) The Husuin-Ku&; model. This is perhaps the simplest non-trivial example. Here, the gauge group G is SU(2) and the manifold 2 is 3-dimensional. As mentioned in the Introduction, it has no further constraints and the Hamiltonian is a linear combination of the two constraints. Somewhat surprisingly, the model does arise from a manifestly covariant, 4-dimensional action. ' Although it is not of direct physical significance, this model is interesting from a mathematical physics perspective because it has all the features of general relativity except the Hamiltonian constraint.
(B) Riemunniun general relativity. A second model is provided by 4-dimensional general relativity with metrics of signature (f + + +). Again, at least at first sight, this model is not of direct physical interest. However, since it contains all the conceptual non-trivialities of Lorentzian general relativity, it provides an excellent arena to test various quantization strategies. Furthermore, there are some indications that, if one were to solve this model completely, one may be able to pass to the quantum theory of Lorentzian general relativity by a "generalized Wick rotation" which would map suitably regular functions of the Euclidean self-dual connections to holomorphic functions of the Lorentzian self-dual connections.
Since this model is not discussed in the literature, we will write down the basic equations governing it. We will, however, be brief since the Lorentzian counterpart of this case has been analyzed in detail in Refs. 2 and 17. The key idea here is to use a Palatini-type of action, however with self-dual connections. Thus, we begin with S(4A,e) = I d4x(e)eye;(4F)t;', (111.5) M where the u,b,c are the four-dimensional tensor indices, I, J,K= 1,..,4 are the "internal" SO (4) indices, ef is a tetrad (for a positive definite metric), e its determinant, 4ALJ, a self-dual connection and 4F;;, its curvature. Although we are using self-dual connections, the variation of this action provides precisely the vacuum Einstein's equations.
For simplicity, let us assume that the 3-manifold C is compact. (The asymptotically flat case requires more care but can be treated in an analogous fashion.)2Y '7 Then, if we perform a 3 + 1 decomposition, let ra be the "time-evolution" vector field, and use a suitable basis in the 3-dimensional self-dual sub-algebra of the SO(4) LieAalgebra, we can cast the action in the form (111.6)
Here indices u,b,... refer to the tangent space of 2 and i,j,... to the self-dual @U(2)) Lie algebra; A, : = tn4Aa ,N" and g are Lagrange multipliers; and, (Ai ,e) are the canonical variables. Thus, the symplectic structure is given by
The variation of the action with respect to the Lagrange multipliers yields, as usual, the first class constraint of Riemannian general relativity:
These are, respectively, the Gauss, the vector and the scalar constraint. Thus, in the Hamiltonian form, the theory is similar to the Husain-KuchJ model except for the presence of the additional scalar constraint.
How do we make contact with the more familiar Hamiltonian form of the theory in terms of metrics and extrinsic curvatures? The two are related simply by a canonical transformation. Regard @ as a triad on c with density weight one and denote by ri the spin-connection defined by it. Define K6 via K6=l?6-A6. Then, (A6 ,~)++(Z?~ ,KL) is a canonical transformation. @ determines the 3-metric qab on X via @kbi = qqab, via dqK b= i "b and K6 determines the extrinsic curvature K,' K,E, , where q is the determinant of qab . Note, however, that, while the constraints (Sec. 1II"B) are all low order polynomials in terms of the connection variables, they become non-polynomial in terms of the metric variables. Hence, if one uses the metric formulation, it is much more difficult to promote them to well-defined operators on an auxiliary Hilbert space.
(C) Lorentzian general relativity in the spin connection formulation. In the Lorentzian signature, self-dual connections are complex. Therefore, the formulation of the Lorentzian theory in terms of self-dual connections2*'7 falls outside the scope of this paper. However, as in the Euclidean case, one can consider the real fields (@ , KS) as a canonical pair. By a contact transformation, one can replace the triad @ by the spin-connection I': and KL by the momentum Pq conjugate to I':. In the new canonical pair, the configuration variable is a SU(2) connection whence the framework falls in the class of theories considered here. One can show that the Gauss and the vector constraints retain their form; A6 and @ in (111.7) are simply replaced by l?g and py respectively. Therefore, in this formulation, the theory belongs to the class under consideration.
Unfortunately, however, the remaining scalar constraint seems unmanageable in terms of I': and @. Hence, this formulation is not directly useful beyond the Gauss and the vector constraints.30 As mentioned in the Introduction, to handle the Hamiltonian constraint, one would have to use a different strategy, e.g., the one involving a coherent state transform3 and pass to the (Lorentzian) self-dual representation.
(D) Chern-Simons theories. Let G be any compact, connected Lie group. Then, one can construct a natural "inhomogeneous version" ZG of G. As a manifold, ZG is isomorphic to the cotangent bundle over G and, as a group, it is a semi-direct product of G with an Abelian group which has the same dimension as G. If G is chosen to be the rotation group, S0 (3), then IG is the Euclidean group in three dimensions. (For details, see Refs. 4 and 31.) Let us now set the dimension d of 2 to be 2 and consider the Chern-Simons theory based on IG. [If G is chosen to be SU(2), this theory is equivalent to 3-dimensional Riemannian general relativity.] It is straightforward to check that all our assumptions from Sec. III A are satisfied.
We can also consider a more sophisticated enlargement I,G of G which is parametrized by a real number A (see Ref. 31 ). In the case when G is SU(2), the Chern-Simons theory based on Z,G is the same as Riemannian general relativity with a cosmological constant. [Curiously, the theory that results from G=SU(2) and A negative is also isomorphic, in an appropriate sense, with the Lorentzian, 3-dimensional gravity with a positive cosmological constant.] All these theories also fall in the class under consideration. Note however that, in general, the Chern-Simons theories based on compact gauge groups G-rather than IG or I,,G-fall outside this class since these theories do not have canonical variables of the required type. C. An (over)complete set of gauge invariant functions
In this section, for simplicity of presentation, we will focus on the case d=3 and G=SU(2). Generalizations to higher dimensions and other compact, connected groups is, however, straightforward. For simplicity, we will solve the Gauss constraint classically. (See, however, the first part of Sec. VII.) Therefore, it is natural to regard the space ./Al.Y of (sufficiently well-behaved) connections on 2 modulo (sufficiently regular) gauge transformations as the effective configuration space. Phase space is then the cotangent bundle on ./Al.?? Our aim is to single out a convenient set of functions on this phase space which can be used as "elementary classical variables" in the quantization program of Sec. II.
Wilson loop functions are the obvious candidates for configuration variables. These will be associated with piecewise analytic loops on 2, i.e, with piecewise analytic maps CY:S~+-+C. (Thus, the loops do not have a preferred parametrization, although in the intermediate stages of calculations, it is often convenient to choose one.) The Wilson loop variables T,(A) are given by
where the trace is taken in the fundamental representation. As defined, these are functions on the space of connections. However, being gauge invariant, they project down naturally to J&/Y. The momentum observables, T, are associated with piecewise analytic strips S, i.e., ribbons which are foliated by a l-parameter family of loops. For technical reasons, it is convenient to begin with piecewise analytic embeddings S: ( 1,l) X S '~2 and use them to generate more general strips. Set T,(A):= sdSab~,bcFa).r,~), I
where (111.10) a,~ are coordinates on S (with T labeling the loops within S and o running along each loop a,>, vabc denotes the Levi-Civita tensor density on 2, and, as before ha7 denotes the holonomy along the loop LY,. Again, the functions T, are gauge invariant and hence well-defined on the cotangent bundle over ,4/Z They are called "momentum variables" because they are linear in e. Properties of these variables are discussed in some detail in Ref. 17. Here we recall only the main features. First they constitute a complete set in the sense that their gradients span the cotangent space almost everywhere on the phase space over J#/.T However, they are not all independent. Properties of the trace operation in the fundamental representation of SU(2) induce relations between them. These algebraic relations have to be incorporated in the quantum theory. It is interesting that the Poisson brackets can be expressed in terms of simple geometric operations between loops and strips. We will illustrate this by writing out one of these Poisson brackets which will be needed in the subsequent sections:
where the sum is over transverse intersections i between the loop CT and the strip S, sgni(S,a) takes values 0,t 1 depending on the orientation of the tangent vector of Q and the tangent plane of S at the i-th intersection point and SO~LY is a loop obtained by composing the loop in the strip S passing through the intersection point with the loop (Y. (Note that the same geometric point in 2 may feature in more than one intersection i.) Thus, in particular, the Poisson bracket vanishes unless the loop LY intersects the strip S.
The Poisson bracket between two strip functionals also vanishes unless the two strips intersect. If they do, the bracket is given by a sum of slightly generalized strip functionals. The generalization consists only of admitting certain strip maps S: ( I,1 ) X St~x which is not necessarily embeddings, and integrating in (111.10) over a suitable sub-manifold I without boundary, ZC(O,l)XS',suchthatforeveryloopa,, crflS(Z) is a closed loop. The Poisson bracket between these more general strips closes. We did not simply begin with these more general strips because, in quantum theory, it is easier to begin with the embedded strips and let them generate more general ones.
In Sec. V, we will use these loop and strip functionals as elementary classical variables to construct the auxiliary Hilbert space.
IV. QUANTUM CONFIGURATION SPACE
To complete the first four steps in the quantization program, it is convenient to proceed in two stages. First, one focuses on just the configuration variables T, and constructs representations of the corresponding "holonomy algebra." This naturally leads to the notion of a quantum configuration space. By introducing suitable geometric structures on this space, one can then represent the momentum operators corresponding to T, .
We will begin, in this section, by isolating the quantum configuration space. In the second part, we will present three convenient characterizations of this space. A number of constructions used in the subsequent sections depend on these characterizations. In the third part, we introduce elements of calculus on this space which will lead to the definition of the momentum operators in Sec. V.
In the classical theory, ~6759 serves as the gauge invariant configuration space for the class of theories under consideration. We will now show that, in the passage to quantum theory, one is led to enlarge this space.5 Recall that an enlargement also occurs in, for example, scalar quantum field theory. 323"3 Let us begin by constructing the Abelian algebra of configuration operators. This algebra is, of course, generated by finite linear combinations of functions T, on ,&I.?2 with complex coefficients. By construction, it is closed under the operation of taking complex conjugation. Thus, it is *-subalgebra of the algebra of complex-valued, continuous bounded functions on . Thus, as indicated in Sec. IIIC, the set of configuration variables is sufficiently large. This algebra is called the holonomy algebra and denoted by ..%A. To obtain a greater degree of control, it is convenient to introduce on it a norm and convert it into a C* algebra.
Let us therefore set
and complete 2&3 with respect to this norm we obtain a commutative C*-algebra 2&&. (This algebra is equipped with identity, given by TB , where 0 is the trivial, i.e., point loop.) We are now in a position to apply the powerful representation theory of C*-algebras. The first key result we will use is the Gel'fand-Naimark theorem, that every C* algebra with identity is isomorphic to the C*-algebra of all continuous bounded functions on a compact Hausdorff space called the spectrum of the algebra. The spectrum can be constructed directly from the algebra: it is the set of all *-homomorphisms from the given C*-algebra to the *-algebra of --complex numbers. We will denote the spectrum of a~& by A/E It is easy to show that AX? is densely embedded in .AY, thus, A/Y can be regarded as a completion of &KY.
Recall that, since %A is the C*-algebra of configuration variables, our primary objective here is to construct its representations. Now, a key simplification occurs because one has a great deal of control on the representation theory. Let p:%K&+B(%) denote a cyclic representation of .%% by bounded operators on some Hilbert space 2%'. Let r be the "vacuum expectation value functional":
where n is a cyclic vector andf any element of .%%?. Clearly, r is a positive linear functional on .%.&. Since %A? is isomorphic with the C*-algebra of continuous functions on .A/.Y, r can be regarded as a positive linear functional also on C'(J&/~. Now, since A/Pis compact, the Riesz representation theorem ensures that there is a a unique regular Bore1 measure /A on J&Y such that
where j E C'(.A/R corresponds to f in .%A?. This immediately implies that any cyclic representation of .X-J% is unitarily equivalent to a "connection representation" given by where the measure ,u is defined through (IV.3). Therefore the set of regular measures on &I .Y6' is one-to-one correspondence with the set of cyclic representations of %A.
To summarize, in any cyclic representation of %.A, quantum states can be thought of as (square-integrable) functions on J&Y (for some choice of measure. Recall that cyclic representations are the basic "building blocks" of general representations.) Hence, .,&Y can be identified with the quantum configuration space. The enlargement from .A/.Y to ~67.Y is non-trivial because, typically, .&.Y is contained in a set of zero measure. ' We will conclude this section with a general remark. In the construction of the quantum configuration space, we have avoided the use of the non-gauge invariant affine structure of the space .& of connections and worked instead directly on A/Y. (For earlier works in the same spirit, see Ref. 34.) This is in contrast with with the gauge fixing strategy that is sometimes adopted in constructive quantum field theory32*33 which then faces global problems associated with Gribov ambiguities.
B. Characterizations of ,4/F
Since A/ 25' is the domain space of quantum states, it is important to understand its structure. In this section, therefore, we will present three characterizations of this space, each illuminating its structure from a different perspective.
Denote by -EE,,C the space of continuous piecewise analytic loops on I: based at an arbitrarily chosen but fixed point x0. Two loops a,6 are said to be holonomically equivalent if for every A E,.& we have H(a,A)=H(P,A).
(~3 We can now present the first characterization: J%/.Y is naturally isomorphic to the set of all homomorphisms from .%3'XO to SU(2) modulo conjugation.6 (The conjugation serves only to eliminate the freedom to perform gauge transformations at the base point. Note that the homomorphism here need not even be continuous.) This result makes it possible to show further that J&/Y is a limit of configuration spaces of gauge theories living in arbitrary lattices for which the space of connections modulo gauge transformations coincides with finite products of copies of SiY(2) modulo conjugation.9-12 The second characterization is in terms of these limits. To introduce it, let us begin with the notion of independent hoops.6 Hoops {fit ,...,&} will be said to be independent if loop representatives exist such that each contains an open segment that is traced exactly once and which intersects other representatives at most at a finite number of points. Let now S,(p, , . . . ,p,) denote the subgroup of .3Yv , dXO generated by a set of independent hoops {/3, ,...,p,}. The space H( S,) of all homomorphisms (modulo conjugation) from S, to SV(2) is homeomorphic to SU(2)"IAH, which in turn can be thought of as the configuration space of the "floating" (i.e., non-rectangular) lattice formed by {pt ,..J?,}. N ow, if we consider a larger subgroup S,>S, of the hoop group, we have a natural projection map psns,, where
In the lattice picture, the projection is obtained simply by restricting the configurations on the larger lattice to the smaller lattice.
The family (H(Sn)rps,s,) is called a projective family labeled by the subgroups S, of the hoop group (see Appendix B). Since the theory for a larger lattice contains more information, it is desirable to consider larger and larger lattices, i.e., bigger and bigger subgroups of the hoop group. Unfortunately the projective family itself does not have a "largest element" from which one can project to any other. However, such an element can in fact be obtained by a standard procedure called the "projective limit.". Now, given the space &4/P, we have a surjective projection ps, to H(S,) for any subgroup S, of the hoop group: and ~JL denotes the push-forward of the measure ,X with respect to the map f. This description uses hoops as the set of "probes" for the generalized connections. A related approach, developed by Baez,7 relies on the (gauge dependent) probes defined by analytic edges. This strategy provides a third characterization of J&Y, again as a projective limit, but of a projective family labeled by graphs rather than hoops. It is this characterization that is best suited for developing differential calculus.*~" Since it is used in the subsequent sections, we will discuss it in greater detail.
Let us begin with the set $ of all oriented, unparametrized, embedded, analytic intervals (edges) in C. We introduce the space ,% of (generalized) connections on C as the space of all maps A:ZY43U(2), such that A(e-')=[A(e)]- ' and A(e20el)=A(e2)A(el), (IV.11) whenever two edges e2 ,e, E 8' meet to form an edge. Here, e20e, denotes the standard path product and e-t denotes e with opposite orientation. The group 9 of (generalized) gauge transformations acting on 2 is the space of all maps g:X +SU( 2), or equivalently the Cartesian product group, .9=x xesw).
A gauge transformation g E .Y? acts on A E.,%' through (IV.12) (IV. 13) where e -P2 ,P1 is an edge from p t E 2 to p2 EC and gPi is the group element assigned to pi by g. The group .Y equipped with the product topology is a compact topological group. Note also that 2 is a closed subset of the Cartesian product of all Ae, Acx,.,,g,, (IV. 14)
where the space ~6~ of all maps from the one point set {e} to SU(2) is homeomorphic to SU(2). 2 is then compact in the topology induced from this product. The space J% (and also .T?$ can also be regarded as the projective limit of a family labeled by graphs in C in which each member is homeomorphic to a finite product of copies of SU(2).9*'2 Let us now briefly recall this construction as it underlies the introduction of calculus on A/.%?
Dejnition 1: A graph on z is a finite subset yC% such that (i) two different edges, el,e2:el#e2 and etfe;', of y meet, if at all, only at one or both ends and (ii) if e E y then e-'Ey.
The set of all graphs in z will be denoted by Gra(x). In Gra(C) there is natural relation of partial order 2, Y'>Y (IV.15) whenever every edge of y is a path product of edges associated with y'. Furthermore, for any two graphs yr and y2, there exists a y such that y> yt and y> y2, so that (Gra(z),>) is a directed set. Given a graph y, let A,, be the associated space of assignments (&,={A ,IA y : y+S U( 2))) of group elements to edges of y, satisfying A,(e-')=A,(e)- ' and A,(e10e2)=Ay(el)Ay(e2), and let p,:,k+A, be the projection which restricts A ~2 to y. Notice that py is a surjective map. For every ordered pair of graphs, y'a y, there is a naturally defined map, Py,, .C * A,?+&,, such that pr=prrt~prl .
With the same graph y, we also associate a group YY defined by (IV. 16) (IV. 17)
where V, is the set of vertices of y, that is, the set V, of points of x lying at the ends of edges of y. There is a natural projection L%'+.5YY which will also be denoted by py and is again given by restriction (from 2 to Vy). &s before, for y'> y, p y factors into pr=prrt~pr' to define Prr' * *~p55$ Note that the group Y,, acts naturally on .,+Sr and that this action is equivariant with respect to the action of L? on .% and the projection p y. Hence, each of the maps pyyr projects to new maps also denoted by (IV 19) We collect the spaces and projections defined above into a (triple) projective family (J~,,F'~,,&JF~,~~,,~).
It is not hard to see that A and T?' as introduced above are just the projective limits of the first two families. Finally, the quotient of compact projective limits is the projective limit of the compact quotients,12
Al . We now recall from Ref. 11 some elements of calculus on J&Y defined using calculus on finite-dimensional spaces and the representation of J&Y as a projective limit. This framework will allow us, in the next section, to represent ?s as operators on L2(JAl.F,dpo).
Although our primary interest is J&P', it will be convenient to introduce geometric structures on .A. Vector fields and other operators that are invariant under the action of .L%'on .A will descend to &3'/55'=.&L? and provide us with differential geometry on the quotient.
Let us begin by introducing the space of C" cylindrical functions on L% (for details, see Appendix B): knows only about the restriction of the A to a graph y, since we allow all possible graphs, the space Cyl"(~%) is in fact quite large. In the application of the quantization program, Cy1"(~+4/F) will serve as the space a,, i.e.,,the analog of the space of C" functions of compact support used in the examples in Sec. II B.
Let us now consider vector fields. These can be regarded as derivations of the algebra Cyl"(A), i.e. 
V. QUANTUM KINEMATICS
We are now ready to apply the algebraic quantization of program of Sec. II to the class of theories under consideration. In this section, we will complete the first four steps in the program. We begin by introducing the auxiliary Hilbert space %=,, which incorporates the reality conditions on the loop-strip functions and then analyze some of its structure.
A. Auxiliary
Hilbert space and reality conditions Let us use the vector space generated by finite linear combinations (with constant coefficients) of the loop and strip functionals of Sec. III C as the space Yof elementary classical variables and denote by n',*,', the resulting *-algebra. Our job now is to find a *-representation of this algebra by operators on a Hilbert space Ba,, . Let us begin by introducing a simpler operator from which ?s will be constructed. Consider an analytic loop LY. We can think of it as a graph with just one edge. Fix a point p on cy and a d-2-dimensional subspace W of the tangent space at p. (Recall that the underlying manifold 2 is d dimensional.) Then, given a graph yacu, and a function F, on .AY, we wish to define the action of a vector field X,,, on F,. The key idea is to exploit the fact that, if y has n edges, (et ,...,e,), then .~6~ is isomorphic with (SU(2))n and can be coordinated by n group valued coordinates (g , ,.. .,g,). Using this fact, we set X a,w°Fy-*=tr(h,~~)k~j~ Here, h, is the (generalized) holonomy function on . A,, associated with the loop LY, ri are the Pauli matrices, k'j, the metric in the Lie algebra of SU(2), Xt,i and X4,i are the right and the left invariant vector fields on the copy of the group associated with the edge e which point in the i-th direction at the identity of the group, e' refers to the two ends of the edges, sgn(t ', &J', W) is O,+ I depending on the relative orientation of the vectors involved and the subspace W, and a+ (respectively, (w-l) is the outgoing (incoming) segment of (Y at p. While the definition of this vector field seems complicated at first, it is in fact straightforward to calculate its action on functions on . dY. In particular, what counts is only the dependence of the function F, on the group elements corresponding to the edges which pass through p for which the orientation factor is non-zero. For each yaa, we now have a vector field on .tir. One can check that these vector fields satisfy the compatibility conditions (IV.27) and thus provides a vector field (X,) on . li! which we will again denote by X,, w. The definition then immediately implies that this vector field is --invariant under $'. Hence it has a well-defined action on the space Cyl'(.&.it;? on .,4/Y of differential cylindrical functions on . f%/:g and a well-defined divergence with respect to h." A direct calculation shows that div X,,,=O.
(V.3)
We are now ready to define the strip operators. Given a strip S which is analytically embedded in C. let us set Fs:=-ihx X,,wx, xas where W, is any (d-2) plane through x which is transversal to the loop LYE in the strip passing through x and tangent to the strip. Although Jhere is an uncountably infinite number of loops involved in this definition (V.4), the action of T, is nonetheless well-defined on cylindrical functions since, in this action, only a finite number of terms give non-zero contributions. The simplest cylindrical functions are the traces of holonomies. On these, the action of fs reduces simply to
where we have used the same notation as in (111.11). This is the action that one would have expected on the basis of the Poisson bracket (III. 1 l), so that the commutators between ffi and fs are the reqyired ones. Finally, using the fact that each vector field X,,, is divergence-free, one can show that T, is essentially self-adjoint. Thus, the representation of these elementary operators does incorporate all the reality conditions. We will conclude with two remarks.
(1) Our strip operators have been directly defined only for analytically embedded strips. Since more general strip functionals were generated by Poisson brackets of the analytically embedded ones, the corresponding operators are obtained by taking commutators between the "basic" strip operators.
(2) In the above discussion, we first set .3?=,, = L2(A/5',dpo), introduced loop and strip operators on it, and argued that the resulting representation of .%',,, satisfies the reality conditions. There is in fact a stronger result. One can begin with cylindrical functions on . d/Y and define ?a 1) and T, as above. Then, ,ue is the only non-trivial measure on . X/Y for which the reality conditions can be satisfied. (The qualification "non-trivial" is necessary because, as was pointed out in Sec. III, the loop-strip variables are complete everywhere except at the flat connections with trivial holonomies and one can introduce another measure which is concentrated just at that point . I%/:9 which will also incorporate the reality conditions.) Thus, the overall situation is similar to that in ordinary quantum mechanics where the Lebesgue measure is uniquely picked out by the reality conditions once we specify the standard representation, -ir'iV of the momentum operator.
Spin networks and the (inverse) loop transform
In this section, we recall*' that %'a,, admits a convenient basis and point out the relation between the connection and the 10op*~**~ representations.
Let us begin with the notion of "spin-networks" as formulated by Baez*' (also see Refs. 21 and 22).
The geometrical object called spin-network is a triple (y,m,c) consisting of (i) a graph 'y (ii) a labeling rr: = (rr, ,..., rrn) of edges et , . . . , e, of that graph y with irreducible representations rj of G; (iii) a labeling c=(c, ,. . .,c,) of the vertices u t ,..., u, of y with contractors cj (see below).
Each contractor Cj is an intertwining operator from the tensor product of the representations corresponding to the incoming edges at a vertex uj to the tensor product of the representations labeling the outgoing edges. Because the group G is compact, the vector space of all possible contractors cj associated with a given vector 7~ and vertex uj is finite dimensional. To (i)-(iii) we add a fourth "non-degeneracy" condition, (iv) for every edge e the representation rr, is non-trivial and y is a "minimal" graph in the sense that if another graph y' occupies the same set of points in 2, then each edge of y' is contained in an edge of y. (Equivalently, y' can always be built by subdividing the edges of 7, but y cannot be so built from y'.) A spin-network state is simply a C" cylindrical function on .,4/Y (a p invariant function of .A) constructed from a spin-network, W.6) for all . +? ~-2, where, as before, hei = A( et) is an element of G associated with an edge ei and "e" stands for contracting, at each vertex uj of y, the upper indices of the matrices corresponding to all the incoming edges and the lower indices of the matrices assigned to all the outgoing edges with all the indices of cj .
Using the spin-network states it is easy to construct an orthonormal basis in X0,, . To begin, given a pair y,m consider the vector space L%?= spanned by the spin-network states Ty,r,c given by all the possible contractors c associated with y,n as above. Note that %a,,= a3 3q;y, w.7) YIST where y,rr ranges over all the pairs of minimal graphs and labelings by irreducible, non-trivial representations, the sum is orthogonal and the spaces 3!$';: are finite dimensional. Thus, we need only choose an orthonormal basis in each .z;y.
An explicit construction is given in Refs. 20 and 22.
We now turn to loop transforms. This discussion will be brief because it is not used in the rest of the paper. Given any measure ,u on .& AIIC we can perform the integrals to obtain a function of multi-loops. In the case when G = SlJ(n), Mandelstam identifies enable us to express finite products of traces of holonomies in terms of sums of products involving r or less traces where r is the rank of the group. Hence, in the loop representation, we have to deal only with functions of r or less loops. On the other hand, by the Riesz-Markov theorem, any positive linear functional on C'(_&.Y) that satisfies the conditions induced by the Mandelstam identities is the loop transform x of a regular measure supported on &/.Y. Thus, there is one to one correspondence between between regular measures p and their characteristic functions x. This result is analogous to the Bochner theorem that is used in the framework of constructive quantum field theory.32 In fact, the loop transform can be thought of as a precise analog of the Fourier transform for a quantum field theory with a linear quantum configuration space.
We will now indicate how one can explicitly recover the finite joint distributions of the measure ,u from its characteristic functional. (Details will appear elsewhere.**) This reconstruction of the measure can be regarded as the inverse loop transform. Given a measure CL, choose an orthonormal basis of spin-network states TY,m,c, and define the associated spin-network characteristic function to be the analog of (V.8), namely x(~,~,c~):=(T.,~,).
07.9)
We will say that the characteristic functional is absolutely summable if and only if, for any finitely generated graph y, the series c c Ix(YJw)l<~, * q=c,(Tr) (v.10) is absolutely convergent. We can now state the theorem** in question. Theorem V.l: Let the loop transform of a measure be such that the characteristic functional is absolutely summable. Then the associated family of compatible measures on J%, is given by (V.11) This is a precise analog of the inverse Fourier transform in the linear case.
VI. THE HILBERT SPACE OF DIFFEOMORPHISM INVARIANT STATES
Our discussion in sections IV and V has served to introduce and study the auxiliary Hilbert space 5Ya,, = L2(&3/F',d~o). As this space carries a +-representation of the algebra (111.10) defined by the loop and strip operators (?, and fs), we have implemented steps 1-4 of the refined algebraic quantization program (see section II A). In the present section, we will complete the remaining steps (5 and 6) and construct the Hilbert space of diffeomorphism invariant states. For simplicity, we assume throughout this section that the underlying manifold 2 is Hi, (although the results on R" are identical).
A key step in our construction will involve an appropriate averaging of spin-network states over the diffeomorphism group. This averaging procedure was considered, independently, by John where N" are complete analytic vector fields on 2. (We require analyticity because the edges of our graphs are assumed to be analytic. See Sets. IV and V.) Denote by (ot the l-parameter family of diffeomorphisms generated by Na on 2. Now, as shown in Appendix C, V, has a natural action on the space of smooth functions on .&Y which can be used to define a l-parameter family U(t) of unitary operators on .EaUX, providing us a faithful, unitary representation of the group qt. On spin network states, the action of the operator U, corresponding to cp is given by &AL,zr,c) = Ta,n,cv= T,w+m,,c 7 (VI .3) where 'pa is the image of the graph LY under the analytic diffeomorphism and cprr and cpc are the corresponding vector of representations and contraction associated with the new graph ICY. Thus, as needed in the group averaging procedure, each constraint V, is promoted to a l-parameter family of unitary operators. Varying Na, we obtain, on sa,, , a unitary representation of the group of diffeomorphisms on 2 generated by complete analytic vector fields. Thus, there are no anomalies. Note that this is not a formal argument; the operators U(t) corresponding to V, are rigorously defined on a proper Hilbert space, and they are unitary because the measure ,LLQ is diffeomorphism invariant.
Note that U, preserves the space Cyl"(+&m of smooth cylindrical functions. Since Cyl" (&/m is also preserved by our algebra of elementary quantum operators (generated by ?, and fs), it is natural to take Cyl"(JA/m to be the dense subspace @L%'~,, of step S'b of the refined algebraic quantization program. Finally, we need to specify a topology on @. Finitedimensional examples suggest that we let one of the standard nuclear topologies of the C"(&,)==C"(S U" (2)) induce the required topology on Cyl"( .&/fl. We will seek "solutions of the constraints" in the topological dual a', the space of cylindrical @ributions. Diffeomorphisms have a natural action on ?E@' by duality and we will say that +E@' is a solution of the diffeomorphism constraints if $~(U,o+)=$(qb), for all qoDiff(C) and ~EQ'.
Many such distributions exist. For example, given any spin-network state ]a,m,c) we may define a distribution pa,rr,e through its action on any $ E Cyl"( A/ 3) :
Pa,7rJdJI:= c la~,rr,,c,)E[la.~.c)l (%n1c*l4>3 (VI .5) where []a,n,c)] is the set of all spin-network states ]~2,rr.z,cz) such that ~,lcr,n;c)=Icr,,~~,c,) for some cpEDiff(X). To see that this sum converges and ,uu,,,, is a well-defined element of a', write d as cp= c fy' r',n .m~ 3 (VI.6) where fyt,m is the orthogonal projection of 4 onto the space XL':. The sum ranges over all the vector spaces of the orthogonal decomposition, however, since 4 is cylindrical, there are contributions only for y'cy for some graph 'y. Substitute (VI.6) into (VIS). On the right hand side, the products vanish unless (o~,GT~)= (y',rr'). Thus, there are only a finite number of nonzero terms; the right hand side of (VI.6) is finite and defines an element of @'. Note that, heuristically, we have invoked the idea of group averaging to construct these distributions, using a discrete measure on the orbit of Iu,~~,c) under Diff(2).
B. The issue of independent sectors
Having identified a suitable dense subspace @C%~,, and having seen that its topological dual @' is large enough to contain diffeomorphism invariant distributions, we now wish to construct a map ~:@-+Q' that completes step 5'c in our program. This will, however, be more complicated than for the examples in Sec. II due to the fact that each state I&E@ has an infinite "isotropy group" of diffeomorphisms that leave 14) invariant. Thus, the sum in (VI.5) was not over the entire diffeomorphism group, but only over the orbit of the state ]a,~,~) E Cp.
Because the sum in (VI.5) itself depends on the state ]cr,m,c), our definition of the inner product on ~~irr will have to take into account the fact that the orbit size is state-dependent. While the infinite size of the orbits would appear to make this difficult, a simplification will occur as the presence of "infinitely different" isotropy groups will imply that L '(~&3',7,d& carries a reducible representation of the algebra of observables. In fact, we show below that 3ZauX can be written as a direct sum of subspaces such that, on each subspace, the sizes of orbits are "comparable." This will allow us to give a well-defined averaging procedure by treating each such subspace separately in section VI C. A similar situation is discussed in Appendix A.
In order to classify these isotropy groups, let us consider for each spin-network state la,rr,c) the collection 8a of analytic edges of the graph cy. For technical reasons, we shall focus on graphs for which, given any edge e E ZYa, there is an analytic real function f which vanishes on the maximal analytic curve e" that extends e, but nowhere else. We shall call such graphs (and their associated curves) "type I", while all others are "type II." Note that the collection of e" defined by the type I graph cr intersect at most a countable number of times and so define a graph & with countably many edges. Now, given any n type I maximal analytic curves (i.e., curves which cannot be analytically extended) in R3 and any distinct maximal analytic curve e" (not necessarily of type I), there is a multi-parameter family of analytic diffeomorphisms that preserves the n type I curves but does not preserve e". To see this, begin with any constant vector field X0 on R3 which is not everywhere tangent to .G on e". Let fi be the real analytic function that vanishes exactly on the ith maximal type I curve. Then the product f of the the fi is a real analytic function that vanishes exactly on the union of these curves. Thus, the complete analytic vector field X = feef2Xo exponentiates to a one-parameter family of analytic diffeomorphisms that preserves the n maximal type I curves, but does not preserve 2.
Thus, for two spin-network states l~yt ,rri ,cJ and I CQ,~T~,C,), (with ~yi of type I) either &i and &z are identical or there are infinitely many diffeomorphisms cp which preserve one of these (say, Zr,) but move the other (say, $).
As in section II, we consider the algebra -%$$ of operators A on .%=,, that (i) are defined on @ and map CD into itself, (ii) have adjoints At defined on 0 which map @ into itself, and (iii) commutes with the action of all diffeomorphisms cp. (Note that the last condition implies that At also commute with constraints.) Let [~,)=lal,rrl,c,) and ~~)=~cQ,~~,c~) be the spinnetwork states above, so that there are infinitely many diffeomorphisms cp which move Zy, but move no edge of 6,. Then, for such a cp, the matrix elements Because the subspace .3&,, is technically much simpler, we will focus on this sector and ignore 33$iU, in what follows.
Our discussion above implies that Ha,, is in fact a direct sum of representations, each acting in a subspace 35&, associated with a given (maximally analytically extended) graph Lu. On the other hand, a diffeomorphism cp will map one such subspace 3&, to another (*TX). It is therefore convenient to consider the class [ &] where both direct sums are implicitly over only graphs of type I. The sectors &at: are truly independent in the sense that they are not mixed by any physical operators A E.%$& or any diffeomorphism cp. Thus, from now on, we will treat each &ai? individually.
C. A Family of Maps
We now wish to implement step 5' of the program separately within each "independent sector" .,%?$t? of L2 (.&.Y,d~e) , associated with the class of maximally analytically extended graphs Zr, which are mapped onto & by analytic diffeomorphisms. Thus, for each 3?$$, we introduce the dense subspace @I'lC&~? of functions that are (C") cylindrical over graphs associated with [Zy] and the corresponding topological dual QI ',] . We will identify a vector space P$$ and impose an inner product to define a Hilbert space 37$$$ of diffeomorphism invariant states. As before, 3'$lf will be the image of a family of maps va I4 : QI'l+@;,l and will contain only diffeomorphism invariant distributions. (Here, a = aI;] E Wf. For simplicity of notation, we will not make the dependence of a on [&I explicit.) To construct the map 7751(Ll, let us first give its action on functions If) E @a;: associated with some fixed graph y with YE [&I. The action of vF1 on general states 14) E @ then follows by (finite) anti-linearity. To construct this map, we will need to consider the "isotropy" group Iso ( 7) of diffeomorphisms that map 7 to itself and the "trivial action" subgroup TA( y) of Zso ( 7) which preserves each edge of y separately. We will also need the quotient group GS( F) =Zso( y)/TA( y) of "graph symmetries" of 7 and some set S(y) of analytic diffeomorphisms which has the property that, for all 6~ [ 71 there is exactly one (PES ( 7) that maps r to 6. The appropriate maps are then given by dqf)=a c c ( i t wP2lf) 7 'p, Em [rppl=G53(3 (VI.10) where, in the second sum, p2 is any diffeomorphism in the equivalence class [(p2] . For the reader who feels that this definition has been "pulled out of a hat," we will provide a heuristic "derivation" below in section VI D by "renonnalizing" the map given by naive group averaging.
In order to show that vF]jf) does in fact define an element of a,', note that its action on any state 18) E @ A;: is given by
where q0 is any diffeomorphism that maps r to p. Because 7 may have an infinite number of edges, GS( 7) may be infinite as well. Nonetheless, we will now show that the above sum contains only a finite number of nonzero terms. First, note that if there are any nonzero terms at all, we may take (pay=p without loss of generality. In this case, a term in (VI.1 1) is nonzero only if the associated (p2 preserves that graph 'y. The key point is to note that, since 7 may be constructed by analytically extending the edges of the graph 7, the action of any analytic diffeomorphism on the edges of y determines the action of this diffeomorphism on every edge in the extended graph y. Thus, the diffeomorphisms (p2 E S( y) that preserve r must rearrange the edges of y in distinct ways. Since y contains only a finite number of edges, it follows that there can be at most a finite set of diffeomorphisms 'pz in GS ( 7) that preserve 7. There are thus only finitely many terms in (VI. 11). The fact that (VI. 10) defines an element of Cp' then follows by (finite) linearity.
The space -'d$$ is then defined to be the image of 721. It is clear from the form of the sum (VI.ll) that 7~?1 is real and positive so that the inner product (VI. 11) is well-defined, Hermitian, and positive definite. We may therefore complete each "/$,$ to define a Hilbert space 3&$.
Furthermore, vrl commutes with all A in .3$,',, in the sense that (VI. 12) (Here, without loss of generality, we take +1,& cylindrical over 6.) It follows that the map AHAp/tys [where A,,,,( 74) = v(A +)] defines an anti *-representation of .%$,',, on &#f. Thus, the "reality conditions" on physical observables have been incorporated.
D. Some final Heuristics
For those who are interested, we now present a short heuristic "derivation" of (VI.ll) in which we first average over the entire group of diffeomorphisms (in analogy with Refs. 13 and 14 and section II B) and then "renormalize" the resulting distribution by canceling (infinite) volumes of isotropy groups. Because a sum of the form E rpcDiff(ZJ~I& diverges (even as an element of@'), we attempt to remove this divergence by comparing the inner product of two distributions 4 and 3 in Tdll drff with the norm of some reference distribution i5 which lies in the same vector space P$$. Let us suppose that these "heuristic distributions" are obtained by averaging I+), I@), and Ip) E @['I over the diffeomorphism group. For convenience, we will also fix some particular extended analytic-graph-& and assume that I+), II,@, and Ip) lie in %&.
Then, the ratio of the inner product of 4 and + to the norm of p is (VI. 13) so that a given diffeomorphism cp contributes to this sum only if it preserves 2;. That is, we need only sum over the isotropy group Zso( &). Note that we may rewrite the sums over diffeomorphisms in (VI. 13) as sums over the cosets GS( &) (which give a finite result by the above discussion) multiplied by the (infinite) size of the trivial action subgroup TA( 2;). Formally canceling these infinite factors in the numerator and denominator, we arrive at --
where the sum is over the equivalence classes in GS( &) and C+T is an arbitrary representative of [q] . This motivates the definition (VI.10) of the maps 72' and the inner product (VI.ll).
E. Subtleties
We have seen that the Hilbert space ~diff that results from solving the (Gauss and the) diffeomorphism constraints can be decomposed as a direct sum of Hilbert spaces &!$jf, each of which carries a representation of the algebra .$,~~s of physical operators. Thus, elements of .&Pi$s-observables which strongly commute with constraints-do not mix states from distinct Hilbert spaces that feature in the direct sum. Recall, however, that the physical observables have to commute with constraints only weakly and there may well exist weak observables which connect distinct Hilbert spaces. From a physical viewpoint, therefore, we need to focus on the irreducible representations of the algebra of weak observables. If there are no further constraints, (as in the Husain-Kuchai-model), these irreducible sectors are properly thought of as separate and, in the standard jargon, superselected. Since by assumption the Hamiltonian operator commutes with all constraints, dynamics will leave each sector invariant. Indeed, no physical observable can map one out of a superselected sector. Thus, a physical realization of the system will involve only one such sector and just which sector arises must be determined by experiment. Unfortunately, as the matter stands, we do not have a manageable characterization of these sectors because we focused only on strong observables. [In general, weak observables do not satisfy (11.4).] If the diffeomorphism group represents only a sub-group of the full gauge group (as in the case of general relativity), then there can be a further complication and the situation becomes quite subtle. On the one hand, because we have more constraints, one expects there to be fewer observables. On the other hand, commutator of an operator with the diffeomorphism constraints may be equal to one of the new constraints. Then, while the operator would not be an observable of the partial theory that ignores the additional constraints, it would be an observable of the full theory. Curiously, this is precisely what happens in the case of 3-dimensional, Riemannian general relativity [i.e., the ZSU(2) Chern-Simons theory]. The Wilson loop operators ?, fail to be weak observables if we consider only the diffeomorphism constraint but they are weak observables of the full theory. Furthermore, they mix the independent sectors which are super-selected with respect to diffeomorphisms. We expect that the situation will be similar in 4-dimensional general relativity. Thus, we expect that the physical states of this theory will not be confined to lie in just one &# ; as far as general relativity is concerned, one should not think of these sectors as being physically super-selected.
Finally, note that we have asked that the physical states be invariant only under diffeomorphisms generated by vector fields. Large diffeomorphisms are unitarily implemented in the physical Hilbert space; they are symmetries of the theory but not gauge. One may wish to treat them as gauge and ask that the "true" physical states be invariant under them as well. If so, one can again apply the group averaging procedure, now treating the modular group as the gauge group. In the case of 3-dimensional Riemannian general relativity on a torus, for example, this procedure is successful and yields a Hilbert space of states that are invariant under all diffeomorphisms.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented solutions to the Gauss and the diffeomorphism constraints for a large class of theories of connections. The reader may be concerned that we did not apply the quantization program of Sec. II to the Gauss constraint but instead solved it classically. However, we chose this avenue only for brevity; it is straightforward to first use the program to solve the Gauss constraint and then face the diffeomorphism constraint. In this alternate approach, one begins with the space J% of generalized connections (see section 4.2) as the classical configuration space and lets the auxiliary Hilbert space be L2(-&d&), where ,uCLI) is the induced Haar measure on ,,?? (see Refs. 7 and 12). Next, one introduces the Gauss constraints as operators on the new auxiliary Hilbert space. The resulting unitary operators just implement the action of the group :? of generalized gauge transformations on the Hilbert space. Since F is compact, the resulting group averaging procedure is straightforward and leads us to L2 (,4/5',dpu,) as the space of physical states with respect to the Gauss constraints. One is now ready to use Sec. VI to implement the diffeomorphism constraints.
The final picture that emerges from our results can be summarized as follows. To begin with, we have the auxiliary Hilbert space .X0,, . While it does not appear in the final solution, it does serve three important purposes. First, it ensures that real, elementary functions on the classical phase space are represented by self-adjoint operators, so that the "kinematical reality conditions" on the full phase space are incorporated in the quantum theory. Second, it enables us to promote constraints to well-defined operators thereby making the analysis of potential anomalies mathematically sound. Finally the space a, whose topological dual 0' is the "home" of physical quantum states, is extracted as a dense sub-space of AYoU, . The physical states 3 E 0' are obtained by "averaging" states 4~@ over the orbits of the diffeomorphism group appropriately. Care is needed because the orbits themselves have an infinite volume and because, in general, different orbits have different isotropy groups. These features lead to diff-superselected sectors. Each sector is labeled by the diffeomorphism class [ Zy] of "maximally extended" (type I) graphs 6. Operators on ZQ,, which leave @ invariant have an induced action on the topological dual, CD' of Cp. If they commute with the diffeomorphism operators on .ZhUX, they descend to the space Fdifr of (diff-)physical states. The sectors are diff-superselected in the sense that each of them is left invariant by operators on @' which descend from observables, i.e., self-adjoint operators which commute with the diffeomorphism operators, on Xa,, . The induced scalar product on Y& is unique up to an overall multiplicative constant on each diff-superselected sector. It automatically incorporates the physical reality conditions. (The ambiguity of multiplicative constants would be reduced if there exist weak observables which mix these sectors which are superselected by strong observables.)
How does this situation compare to the one in the general algebraic quantization program of Refs. 17 and IS? In the final picture, the inner product is determined by the reality conditions. However, the group averaging strategy enables one to find this inner product without having to find the physical observables explicitly; the inner product on &,, which incorporates the kinematical reality conditions on the full phase space descends to Yphys. This is an enormous technical simplification. On the conceptual side, there are now four inputs into the program: choice of a set of elementary functions (labeled by loops and strips in our case), of a representation of the corresponding algebra [on L*(J~/~Y,~~) in our case], of expressions of the regularized constraint operators (which, in our case, implement the natural action of the diffeomorphism group on .Ta,,r), and of the subspace @ [Cyl"(.&/fl in our case]. We have shown that the choices we made are viable and quantization can be completed. There may of course be other, inequivalent quantum theories, which correspond to different choices. Indeed, even in Minkowski space, a classical field theory can be quantized in inequivalent ways. We expect, however, that there exists an appropriate uniqueness theorem which singles out our solution, analogous to the theorem that singles out the Fock representation for free field theories.
What are the implications of these results to the specific models discussed in Sec. III? For the Husain-Kuchai model, we have complete solutions. For Riemannian general relativity, on the other hand, we have only a partial result since the Hamiltonian constraint is yet to be incorporated. However, our analysis does provide a natural strategy to complete the quantization. For, we already have indications that the projective methods can be used also to regulate the Hamiltonian constraint operator on diffeomorphism invariant states. If this step can be completed, one would check for anomalies. If there are none, one would again apply the group averaging procedure to find solutions. This task may even be simpler now because, given the structure of the classical constraint algebra, one would expect the Hamiltonian constraints to commute on diffeomorphism invariant states. The procedure outlined in Appendix A would then lead to the physical Hilbert space for the full theory. As indicated in Sec. VI E, however, subtleties will arise because of the observables which commute with the constraints only weakly and the final Hilbert space is likely to contain elements from different diff-superselected sectors. Furthermore, to extract "physical" predictions, one would almost certainly have to develop suitable approximation schemes. However, this task would be simplified considerably if we already know that a consistent quantum theory exists. Indeed, in this respect, the situation would be comparable to the one currently encountered in atomic and molecular physics where approximations schemes are essential in practice but the knowledge that the exact Hamiltonian exists as a well-defined self-adjoint operator goes a long way in providing both confidence in and guidelines for these approximations.
For Lorentzian general relativity, one can begin with the formulation in which the spin connection is the configuration variable. For this case, the results of this paper again lead to a complete solution to the Gauss and the diffeomorphism constraints. Unfortunately, as mentioned in the Introduction, the Hamiltonian constraint is unmanageable in these variables and the best strategy is to perform a transformation and work with self-dual connections.* Classically, the required canonical transformation is well-understood. Its quantum analog is an appropriate "coherent state transform" which would map complex-valued functions of spin connections to holomorphic functions of the self-dual connections. Such a transform is already available3 and it seems fairly straightforward to carry over our treatment of the diffeomorphism constraint to the holomorphic representation. However, it is far from being obvious that the Hamiltonian constraint can be treated so easily in the holomorphic representation. Another strategy is to begin with the Riemannian model, obtain physical states and then pass to the holomorphic representation via an appropriate generalization of the Wick rotation procedure. Thus, whereas in the Riemannian case, results of this paper provide a clear avenue, in the Lorentzian case, new inputs are needed. Work is in progress along the two lines indicated above.
The canonical approach to quantum gravity is quite old; foundations of the geometrodynamic framework were laid by Dirac and Bergmann already in the late 1950s. The precise mathematical structure of the classical configuration and phase spaces became clear in the 1970s. However, these analyses dealt only with smooth fields, while, as is well-known, in quantum field theory one has to go beyond such configurations. The required extensions are non-trivial and are, in fact, yet to be carried out in the metric representation. Consequently, in the traditional geometrodynamical approach, the formulation and imposition of quantum constraints have remained at a formal level even for the diffeomorphism constraint. We have seen that the situation changes dramatically if one shifts the emphasis and works with connections. [Note that these can be SU(2) spin connections; they do not have to be self-dual. Since the spin connection is completely determined by the triads, the corresponding representation provides an alternative framework to solve the quantum Gauss and diffeomorphism constraints of the triad geometrodynamics.] Now, problems of quantum field theory can be faced directly and the general level of mathematical precision is comparable to that encountered in rigorous quantum field theory. Finally, note that this became possible only because of the availability of a calculus on the quantum configuration space which does not refer to a background field such as a metric. Thus, the projective techniques summarized in Sec. IV are not a luxury; they are essential if one wants to ensure that inner products and operators are well-defined in the quantum theory.
Most of theoretical physics, however, does not require such a high degree of precision. Why, then, is so much care necessary here? The main reason is that we have very little experience with non-perturbative techniques. We have already seen that the perturbative strategy, which is so successful in theories of other forces of Nature, fails in the case of gravity. Hence, if one wishes to pursue a new approach, it is important to have an assurance that the quantum theory we are dealing with is internally consistent and that the problems that arise in perturbative treatments are not just swept under a rug. An obvious way to achieve certainty is to work at a high level of mathematical precision.
The mathematical framework could, however, be improved in two directions. First, the functional calculus we used is based, in an essential way, on the assumption that all edges of our graphs are analytic. If we weaken this assumption and allow edges which are only C", a number of technical problems can arise since, for example, two C" curves can have an infinite number of intersections in a finite interval. On physical grounds, on the other hand, smoothness seems more appropriate than analyticity and it would be desirable to extend this framework accordingly. The second improvement would be more substantial. The present mathematical framework is based on the assumption that traces of holonomies should become well-defined operators on the auxiliary Hilbert space. Once this assumption is made, one is naturally led to regard -+3/5? as the quantum configuration space and use on it the calculus that is induced by the projective techniques. The assumption is not unreasonable for a diffeomorphism invariant theory and has led to a rich structure which, as we saw, is directly useful in a number of models. (The framework has also been used to find new results in 2-dimensional Yang-Mills theory37 which happens to be invariant under all volume preserving diffeomorphisms.) However, it is quite possible that, ultimately, the assumption will have to be weakened. To do so, we may need to feed more information about the underlying manifold into the quantum configuration space. Our present construction does capture a part of the manifold structure through its use of analytic graphs and also has some topological information, e.g., of the first homotopy group of the manifold. However, it does not use the notion of convergence of a sequence of graphs which knows much more about the topology of the underlying manifold. In the language of projective techniques (see Appendix B), it would be desirable to use the underlying manifold to introduce a topology on the label set and see how it influences the rest of the construction. These issues are currently being investigated. To illustrate the quantization program, we discussed a number of simple examples in section II B. To bring out some subtleties associated with the group averaging procedure, in this appendix, we will consider a somewhat more general situation which, however, is simpler than the one considered in Sec. VI.
In section II B, the group generated by the quantum constraints was Abelian and was represented by unitary operators U(g) in a Hilbert space .X0,, . The definition of the physical inner product involved a map 77 from a space @ of test functions to its topological dual a' which was defined by integrating over the volume of the gauge group, vlf) = (Sdg U( g) If)) +. As such, it is clearly important that no infinite subgroup should leave If) invariant so that the integral does not diverge. Thus, it is natural to ask if this method can be suitably modified to incorporate the case when some U(g) have eigenstates in X=,, with eigenvalue 1. In this appendix, we will analyze this issue in the general setting of Abelian constraints and show that the answer is always "yes," though the procedure is somewhat more subtle.
Recall that our intent is to construct an irreducible representation of a *-algebra of physical operators and that we suppose this algebra to be represented on X0,, . At least when this algebra is generated by bounded operators, we will see that the representation on'ZauX is reducible whenever 1 is a part of the discrete as well as the continuous spectrum of some U(g).
Suppose that the representation of the gauge group is generated by some set Ui of unitary operators for i in some label set I. Denote by Sj"' the subspace of .X0,, which is left invariant by Ui , i.e., the space of eigenvectors with discrete eigenvalue 1. Since (1) is a set of zero measure in R, any state in .%'a,, which is orthogonal to e can be built from spectral subspaces of lJi with eigenvalue # 1. Now, solutions to the constraints in @' are of two types. First, each element of fi, regarded as an element of Cp', is a solution. Second, there is a subspace c obtained by groupaveraging elements of Q, which are orthogonal to fi. These two subspaces of physical states are orthogonal to each other. Consider now a bounded operator A which commutes with each Ui . It is straightforward to check that the action of A preserves each of the two orthogonal subspaces; the action of A on 0' does not mix the discrete and continuous eigenvalue 1 distributions of Ui in w.
We now refine our group-averaging procedure as follows. First, decompose X0,, as a direct sum of the subspaces eux, where X is a map X:Z+{d,c}. Thus, &,, is the subspace on which Ui has continuous spectrum for X(i) = c but has a discrete spectrum for X(i) = d. Since these subspaces are superselected, it is only meaningful to define a physical Hilbert space $hys for each .e,, separately. This is done by projecting &,, to the zero spectrum of each Ui with A(i) = d and averaging as in section IIB over the Abelian group generated by the Ui with A(i) = c. It then follows that operators induced by physical operators on Xa,, on each H$,,,.
have the required *-relations
We would like to emphasize that, when the Ui'S generate the entire gauge group, these super-selection rules are not just an artifact of the mathematics but are important for a physical understanding of the system. They imply that the representation of the physical algebra on Xa,, is reducible, so that each J$hys contains a separate representation of the algebra of physical operators. Which .2? jphys is realized in a given situation must be determined experimentally.
Furthermore, the super-selection rules described above have a close classical analogue due to Liouville's theorem. Consider a classical constraint function Ci and a strong observable A that is a smooth function on the phase space. (The use of strong observables is not essential but simplifies the discussion.) The Hamiltonian vector field h, of any such A has the property that it maps any orbit of Ci in the unconstrained phase space onto another orbit of Ci . Heuristically, regions of the phase space that contain compact orbits correspond to the discrete spectrum of a corresponding Ui and regions that contain non-compact orbits correspond to the continuous spectrum. Now, consider any set of compact orbits with non-zero but finite phase space volume. By Liouville's theorem, the exponentiated action of any Hamiltonian vector field preserves the finite volume of this set. As a result, h, cannot map this set of compact orbits to a bundle of non-compact orbits. Note that this is a direct analogy with the super-selection laws described above.
Of course, if these orbits are not the full gauge orbits, but only those of a gauge sub-group, then such arguments are inconclusive when applied to weakly physical operators. This is because, under the action of the full gauge group, many of the above compact orbits may combine to form a single non-compact orbit, which could then be mapped onto non-compact orbits in a volume preserving way.
APPENDIX B: PROJECTIVE LIMITS
A general setting for functional integration over an infinite-dimensional, locally convex, topological space V is provided by the notion of "projective families".38T39 This framework can be naturally extended to theories of connections where the relevant space ,&/ 59 is non-linear6**-'* In the present appendix we will summarize the basic ideas which are implicitly used in the main text.
Let L be a partially ordered directed set; i.e. a set equipped with a relation "a" such that, for all S.S' and S" in L we have We will assume that Xs are all topological, compact, Hausdorff spaces and that the projections pssf are continuous.
In the application of this framework to theories of connections, carried out in Sec. IV, the labels S can be thought of as general lattices (which are not necessarily rectangular) and the members ~5; of the projective family, as the spaces of configurations associated with these lattices. The continuum theory will be recovered in the limit as one considers lattices with increasing number of loops of arbitrary complexity.
Note that, in the projective family there will, in general, be no set % which can be regarded as the largest, from which we can project to any of the .-KS. However, such a set does emerge in an appropriate limit, which we now define. The projective limit L% of a projective family M-s ?PSS')SS' EL is the subset of the Cartesian product X sEL$s that satisfies certain consistency conditions: 2% ={(xs)seL E x SEL.%-~ :s'%s*p~yx~r=x~}. 036) (This is the limit that gave us in Sec. IV the quantum configuration A7.Y for theories of connections.) We provide .@ with the product topology that descends from Xs,,%s. This is the Qchonov topology. In the Tychonov topology the product space is known to be compact and Hausdorff. Furthermore, as noted in Ref. 9, L% is closed in X,,,AT, , whence .% is also compact (and Hausdorff). Note that the limit 3 is naturally equipped with a family of projections: In section VI, we used a group averaging procedure to solve the quantum diffeomorphism constraint. It was therefore natural to use the finite-rather than the infinitesimal-form of constraints. It turns out, however, that there is really no choice: it is not possible to define the infinitesimal form of the diffeomorphism constraints on any 3?Ya,, = L*(J9/.Y,dp) which carries a faithful representation of the holonomy algebra when dp is diffeomorphism invariant. In this appendix, we will discuss this somewhat surprising technical point.
Let Nn denote a complete analytic vector field on Z and 40~ the corresponding (local) flow of analytic diffeomorphisms. Then, from (111.2), we see that the smeared version of the diffeomorphism constraint is given by vfg:= I ZNyx)V,(x)ddx= I zNa(x)tr [F,b(x>Eb(x) ]ddx.
Let us equip A/P with one of the standard Sobolev topologies4' and denote by % and Cp, the vector field and the flow on JAI5 induced by N". Given a smooth function J,!J on ~I~~, it is then easy to write out the action of the desired operator ?N on Ij/:
tif$P I)= ddxN% Fab *Ab 3! =3&Q. a)
Hence, the exponentiated version of the constraint is given simply by U,( t)o JI= (Cp,)* . +k. Since (p extends naturally to &3/~, it is straightforward to extend the action of UN to our Za,, , which we will denote again by by U, . If the measure on .A/9 is diffeomorphism invariant, U, are unitary operators, hence defined on all of 3Za,, . It is now obvious that the algebra of these operators is closed; there are no anomalies. The result is, however, non-trivial because our constraint operators U,(t) are rigorously defined on the auxiliary Hilbert space. It is known, for example, that if one uses a lattice regularization to give meaning to the formally defined constraint operators, anomalies do result. where LYE= C#+LY and the point A indicates that the limit is taken pointwise in I &.E The limit is of course a well-behaved smooth function on .,4/Y. However, it fails to be a cylindrical function.
[Note that UN(t)oTn= T,+(,)., , on the other hand, i: cylindrical.] Hence, one might suspect that there may be a difficulty in extending the operator V, to .Ba,, . We will see that this is the case. More precisely, we now show that for a diffeomorphism invariant measure ,U on .A~/Y to be compatible with a well-defined infinitesimal generator of the diffeomorphism constraint, p must have a very special support. The resulting representation of the ?, algebra would then be so unfaithful as to be physically irrelevant.
Indeed, let ,U denote a diffeomorphism invariant measure and CX~= LUCY as above. For the diffeomorphism constraint to be well defined we must have (at least for "most" of the loops LY in 2.) From diffeomorphism invariance of the measure it is clear that Vt, and that there exists to>0 such that I -T,Tatdp=k=const, .,4/r for t:O<t<t,.
(To see this we can consider a flow 91 of analytic diffeomorphisms that leave LY invariant and such that 9: a, = ~,~(,,,) .) For the limit in (C4) to be equal to zero we must have k = Jb4mtdpu, which from ( . Thus, the support of the measure p is so special that it is not suitable as a kinematical measure in quantum theory. Put differently, in any interesting representation of the holonomy algebra, f rFT&&f rFT:dp, f Vt:O<t<t,, and therefore the infinitesimal generators of the diffeomorphism constraints cannot be well defined.
APPENDIX D: GEOMETRICAL OPERATORS
On the phase space of Riemannian general relativity, the momentum variable @ has the interpretation of a density weighted triad. Hence, one can use it to construct functions on the phase space that carry geometrical information. For example, the volume of a region R within C is be given by V, : = I Rd3xI q,bc~ijkEf,?;@1'2,
where vabc is the Levi-Civita tensor density on C. Similarly, the area of a 2-surface S within C defined by, say, xs=const is given by
The question then arises: are there well-defined geometric operators CR and As on .%'a,,? In the absence of matter fields, V, and A, fail to be observables since they are not diffeomorphism invariant. Hence; the corresponding operators will not represent physical observables. However, if ye bring in matter sources and define the regions R and surfaces S using these fields, then CR and A, would be observables with respect to the diffeomorphism constraints.41 Therefore, it is of considerable interest to try to construct these operators in the kinematical setting of Sec. IV and explore their properties. At first sight, it seems difficult to make sense out of these operators. To begin with, @ itself is not a well-defined operator on .%=,, . Second, the desired operators would require products of @ evaluated at the same point, and, furthermore, a square-root! Nonetheless, it turns out that these formal expressions can be regulated satisfactorily to yield well-defined operators on L%~,, . The regularization procedure involves point-splitting and it is necessary to fix a gauge and a background metric (or coordinate system) in the intermediate stage. However, when the regulator is removed, the final expression is not only well-defined but independent of the background struc--tures used in the procedure. The overall procedure is similar to the one used in rigorous qyantum field theories. Furthermore, somewhat surprisingly, for suitable operators such as V, and A,, the situation is better than what one might have expected: there is no need to renormalize, whence the final answers have no free parameters. Finally, the operators are essentially self-adjoint on 3Za,, and their spectra are often discrete. Thus, the "quantum geometry" that emerges from our framework has certain essentially discrete elements which suggest that the use of a continuum picture at the Planck scale is flawed. These results are analogous to the ones obtained by Rovelli and Smolin2' in the loop representation. The precise relation will be discussed in Ref.
42. Here, we will illustrate these results with the area operator. For simplicity, let us suppose that we can choose coordinates on C in a neighborhood of S such that S is given by x3 =const and x, , x2 coordinatize S. Then, we can write A, as: A, = Jsd2xJm, where O(x) = @(x)i"(x). To define A,, let us use a point splitting procedure and consider the regulated operator, 
where fe(x,y)(is a density of weight 1 in x and function in y and that) tends to S3(x,y) in the limit. For concreteness, we will construct it from 0 density/functions:
(There is thus an implicit background density of weight one in x in the expression of 0.) Now, let us begin by considering a cylindrical function F, on the space ~6 of smooth connections. By using a group-valued chart on .A,, F, can be expressed as F,(A)=f (gI,...,gN) where N is the number of edges in y and g1 = &xpJ,,A. A simple calculation yields. =:(b,',(X)+f3y(X))of.
The right side is a well-defined function of smooth connections A. However, it is no more a cylindrical function because of the form of the terms involving integrals over edges. We thus have two problems: the action of O,(X) is not well-defined on functions of generalized connections, and, even while operating on functions of smooth connections, the operator sends cylindrical functions to more general ones. We will see that the two problems go away once the regulator is removed.
Ultimately, we want to integrate 6(x) over S. Hence, we want n to lie in S. Then, for sufficiently small E, because of the f e terms, only the edges that intersect S contribute to the sum. (Furthermore, since only the third component of the tangent vectors count in f?,, , edges which lie within S do not contribute.) Without loss of generality, we can assume that intersections occur only at vertices of y (since we can always add vertices in the beginning of the calculation to ensure this). Now, if we write out the functions f, explicitly and Taylor expand around each vertex at which y intersects S and regroup the elements that appear in the integrals, we can express O,of as a sum: mof =; g 7 Kya) a [ @( ;-,x~-x+( ;-ly,,y)l)]2
Here u, are the vertices of y that lie in S, eIa,eJ, are the edges passing through the vertex u a, XI0 is the right (left) invariant vector field on the copy of the group corresponding to the edge efn which points at the identity of the group in the i-th direction, if the edge is oriented to be outgoing (incoming) at the vertex, and the constant K(Z, ,J,) equals + 1 if the two edges lie on the opposite side of S, -1 if they lie on the same side and vanishes if the tangent vector of either edge is tangential to S. Let us try to take the limit of 6,(x)of as E tends to zero. In this limit, each 0, tends to a l-dimensional Dirac &distribution, and the expression then diverges as l/g.
As is usual in field theory, we can first renormalize the expression by 2 and then take the limit. Now, the limit clearly exists. However, it depends on the background density implicit in the expression of 0 and hence the resulting operator carries the memory of the background structure used in the regulatization. That is, the ambiguity in the final answer is not of a multiplicative constant, but of a background density of weight one. [This is to be expected since the left hand side is a density of weight 2 (in x and y) while the 2-dimensional Dirac &distribution is only a density of weight 1.1 Because of the background dependence, the resulting operator is not useful for our purposes.
However, if we take the obtain a well-defined result:
square-root of the regulated operator and then take the limit, we ~2bJ,) c c (K(I,,J,){Xla,iXJ,,i}l *'20f(gl,...,gn) . (D7) Ia J, Note that, now, no renormalization is necessary. In the final result, both sides are densities of weight one and there is neither background dependence, nor any free parameters. With proper specification of domains, the operator under the square-root can be shown to be a non-negative self-adjoint operator on L2((SU(2>)",dp,).
[For example, if there are just two edges at a vertex u,, one on each side of S, then the operator is just the (negative of the) Laplacian.] Hence, the square-root is well-defined. We can therefore construct an area operator: &Fy= Sd2xli)(n)l"20f. f Clearly, this operator maps cylindrical functions to cylindrical functions. It is straightforward to show it satisfies the compatibility conditions discussed in Sec. IV and thus leads to a well-defined operator on .k",,, = L2 (. &.Y,dpu,) . This operator is self-adjoint and has a discrete spectrum.
The volume operator can be treated in a similar fashion.42 To conclude, note that there is a striking qualitative resemblance between this analysis of properties of geometry and that of physical properties of polymers in condensed matter physics42. In both cases, the basic excitations are "loopy" rather than "wavy"; they reside along l-dimensional graphs rather than on 3-dimensional volumes. However, under suitably complex conditions, they resemble genuinely 3-dimensional systems.43.44 
